Spoonful
Words & Music by Willie Dixon

Intro

Verse
1. Could fill a spoons full of diamonds,
   could fill a spoons full of gold
   Just a little spoon of your precious love
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sponge, that sponge, that sponge
ful. That sponge, that sponge, that sponge.

Harp solo

Verse

2. Could fill a spoon's full of coffee;
could fill a spoon's full of tea.
Just a little spoon of your precious love, is that enough for me?

Men lies about it. Some of them cries about it. Some of them dies about it.

ev'ry thing's a fight in' about the spoonful. That
Chorus

spoon, that spoon, that spoon - ful  That spoon, that spoon, that spoon - ful  That

Solo
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Verse

3. Could fill a spoon's full of water, saved them from the desert sand...

Was a little spoon of your love, baby...

saved you from another man...

Men lies a

some of them cry about it...

Some of them